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Star Development is a mixed-use development in the heart 
of Kuala Lumpur City Centre. The development comprises 
three 58-storey residential towers and five blocks of six-
storey Signature Retail hub. It is a joint venture between 
two reputable developers—Symphony Life Bhd and United 
Malayan Land Bhd—also known as Alpine Return Sdn Bhd.  
Expected completion is estimated to be in 2019. 

The ‘Star Kinetic’ façade is a unique glittering external 
feature assembled together with thousands of aluminium Star 
logos. The result is an artistic podium façade which moves 
in a cloud-like wavering manner with the wind.  The Star 
kinetic façade is an abstract and artistic representation of star 
symbol—a fashionable and modern design of celebrity status 
to represent the project’s contemporary and trendy persona. 
The development borrows inspiration from the W Hotel’s 
DNA, with an emphasis on the interplay of colour, flamboyance 
and youthful energy which extends from the grand entrance to 
the five-star ‘hotel’ lobby. 

Unit sizes in Residential Tower 2 range from 707sf to 
2,292sf and are fitted with a full kitchen, branded appliances 
and wardrobe.  

Star Residences offers 100,000sf (approximately the size of 
two football fields) of facilities at H2O @ level 6 and O3 @ level 
69, 88 and 99. Three sky parks open up to panoramic views 
of Kuala Lumpur City where residents can enjoy a range of 
activities from hosting private parties to relaxing in their hydro 
massage pool. The three sky parks offer a five-star gourmet 
kitchen, sky bar, party lawn, spa pool, water therapy, steam 
bath, and a heated hydro massage pool. 

From rm1,369,000 (approximately uS$322,500)
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